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Get ready for an electrifying mix between bullet hell and typing game! Dodge bullets while typing exorcisms at the very same
time: turn on both sides of your brain and jump 5d3b920ae0
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Quite difficult and a really great concept, very much worth it.. I wanted to like this game but it turned out exactly as I feared.
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Instead of doing 1 genre right it does 2 poorly. The bullet hell and typing mechanics are at constant odds with one another. The
bullet hell is pretty bland and simple and the typing is mostly nonsense words. The only difficulty comes from the lack of time
during a fight to frantically move your hands to a typing position and get a word or 2 out. Learn to type 1 handed or use a
controller with your feet for maximum potential. If you think you'd enjoy having to type scrambled Latin while also having to
swat away a constant barrage of bees with your hands this game is for you.. i played the demo and i like it, now i get the full
game and the pixel, the music, enemies, its Freaking Awesome!!!!, a must have !!!. This, ladies and gentlemens, is a really great
game! The perfet mix of bullet hell, with a typing game, distopian 199X Rome setting, spuernatural horror, and a classic 90's
look that reminds me of Dreamweb! Challenging, addicting, nerve wracking and overall fun! Probably you won't get all the
hidden references if you are not Italian but still is a really great game that can be entertaining to everyone! Great work guys!.
This game's strongest point is the immersion and I am now interested in learning Latin.

A Word from Ray Bibbia! : What's up with Ray? Yeah, he is still textorcising the hell out of grumpy demons. But what's up
with Ray Bibbia? The last time was damn quiet on our beloved private exorcist. But hey, here is a sign of life! And a few words
directly form the desk of Ray: "Greetings fellow Textorcists - Ray speaking! The last weeks have been hell, but I am still alive
and kicking. I am working on some brandnew stuff, that will be waiting for you in our demon-ass-textorcisin fights in short
time. Stay tuned!" Yeah, there is more of Ray to come! We're adding some replayability, a lot of people have been asking for an
easy mode- or even a hard mode, so we're adding something that'll change the difficulty.. Give your Wish for Evelia! : The
release of Vambrace: Cold Soul is very close - can you feel the ice cold atmosphere of the forbidden city? There is less than two
weeks to go till the release on 28th May ! Do you want to get even more stuff on the world of Vambrace: Cold Soul with the
games release? Than give your wish for Evelia and unlock free goodies, that will be included in the game here on Steam! How
to participate? Just click on the Wishlist-Widget at the bottom of this update or on the product page, share the news and tell
your friends! We keep you posted on the current number of wishlist entries.. Textorcist Update #2 is live! Featuring
Customizable Controls and more! : Hey Everyone, we're still pushing the game further and added the much requested feature to
customize the input scheme! Aside from that some Boss fights have been adjusted to feel more balanced. We won't stop here of
course, a few features and requests are still being tackled and will be added and fixed soon. Here's the full list: ADDED
FEATURES You can now use SHIFT + Any 4 custom keys in order to move. Edit your favoured keys in the settings menu!
Theres now an option to clear score data Additional option on the Holivetty (cd. and cd . do the same thing now) FIXES Audio
settings not getting saved after quitting Refinement for Level 5 and 7 V/U and C/G on over head text look to similar Crashes
during Titlescreen and a couple boss fights Minor Bug fixes All the best!. The Demo is live now! : Followers of the true belief,
with The Textorcist's release just around the corner (14th February is #HappyRayDay!), even the last of non-believers are given
the chance to repent by trying out the demo version of the game! Play as Ray Bibbia and learn how brutal life can be as a private
exorcist. The demo features the first two boss fights as well as a relaxing tutorial fight at the beginning.. Textorcist won Judge's
"Runner Up" Award at The MIX! : The Textorcist: The Story of Ray Bibbia was part of The MIX Developer Showcase during
this years GDC in San Francisco. It was a great evening surrounded by all those great games and talented developers! Even more
we are very happy to announce that The Textrocist won the Judge's Runner Up Award during the Showcase: "The craftsmanship
of The Textorcist really stood out to us, the judges and in general the attendees of The MIX." Thank you so much, we feel more
than honored!
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